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Statement of Disclaimer 
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as 
fulfillment of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or 
reliability. Any use of information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks 
may include catastrophic failure of the device or infringement of patent or copyright 
laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo and its staff cannot be 
held liable for any use or misuse of the project. 
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Abstract 
 
The purpose of this project is to design the simple mechanical movement systems of 
the 2012 Cal Poly Tournament of Roses Float Parade to prevent failure.  Three 
mechanisms were designed.  One of the mechanisms is a tall building that has a 
superhero and helicopter rotating around the top; it also has the ability to rotate the top 
2/3rds of the mechanism to a 90 degree angle to fit under a 16.5 foot bridge.  Another 
mechanism is the cars that look like they are driving on the pod’s road surface via train 
tracks underneath the surface.  The cars will travel at different speeds on the track via 
varying voltages and have a control system to stop in certain places on the track to 
simulate reality.  The falling building has a superhero attached making it look like he is 
catching the falling building and pushing it back up.  The falling building breaks in two 
places, one at the base so that it drops into the pod and also towards the top of the 
building. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
 
The overall goal of this project is to design the simple mechanical movement systems of 
the 2012 Cal Poly Tournament of Roses Float Parade to prevent their failure. Over the 
years various elements of the Cal Poly floats have failed, compromising movement on 
the float, and leading to less than satisfactory placement in judgment. The Cal Poly 
Rose Float Program has requested a team of Mechanical Engineering students to 
design and analyze the proposed systems and design supports such that sufficient 
factors of safety are observed. 
 
The first Tournament of Roses parade took place January 1, 1890 in Pasadena, 
California, as a promotion for Southern California’s sunny winter weather. Today, the 
parade is watched by hundreds of thousands of spectators on the streets of Pasadena, 
and seen by millions more on television worldwide in more than 200 international 
territories and countries.1 Cal Poly has participated in the parade since 1949, winning 
awards ranging from the Fantasy Trophy (Most Outstanding Display of Fantasy & 
Imagination) to the Bob Hope Humor Award (Most Comical and Amusing). Cal Poly is 
most well known for having everything on the float move because we are a polytechnic 
school and like to put our engineering aptitudes to good use. Animation, however, is 
merely 1 of 14 categories being evaluated and not weighted as strongly as others such 
as Floral Use and Presentation. 
 
As stated in the 2009 Float Manual provided by the Tournament of Roses, the first two 
objectives of the Parade are Safety and Parade Reliability. These two criteria are what 
we will be focusing on-to design the movements on the float such that nothing will break 
when fully loaded. This “fully loaded” constraint will be the main concern of the project. 
While it would be simple to design a mechanism to move under a load of 50-100 
pounds of frame weight, all visible surfaces must be completely decorated with fresh 
foliage and other vegetation either dried or fresh, in accordance with 4.1 of the 2009 
Float Manual.  After speaking with the Cal Poly Rose Float Coordinator, Mr. Nick 
Hellewell, this floral weight will be a huge concern since the relatively light framing of the 
float elements is sprayed with a glue-acetone mixture that evaporates quickly, leaving a 
shell of glue similar to paper Mache.  Then vials of water are then stuck into the shell 
which, in turn, house the rose stems and increase the longevity of the flowers. Other 
surfaces are covered with fine layers of vegetation, thereby increasing weight by a 
factor of two or more. In addition, if it should rain on the parade day, water collected by 
various floral elements can triple the floral weight. Another constraint of float design is 
that all floats must fit under a 16.5 foot high concrete bridge, and floats taller than this 
                                                             
1 “Tournament of Roses Parade” http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tournament_of_Roses_Parade 
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must be able to collapse in 45 seconds or less, to be in compliance.  An additional 
caveat specific to Cal Poly is that San Luis Obispo only designs the back half of the float 
and Pomona designs the front half. This means that the frame must be able to split 
apart and reconnect to bring the halves together for decoration and display. 
 
Problem Definition 
Design the following mechanisms:  
 Tall Building 
Design a rotating mechanism that can act like a cantilevered beam to hold 600 
lbs, 5 feet away with a materials savings factor greater than 2.  On the same 
mechanism, design a hinge that can withstand a moment of 18000 ft-lbs.  Rotate 
the top of the building into a 90-degree angle such that it will fit under a 16.5 foot 
bridge.  Also rotate it back to a “standing” position. 
 
 Cars on Track 
Move 3 to 4 cars around a specified route with hidden components. Design a 
system to make cars stop/start at various points.  To ensure it does not interfere 
with Pomona’s portion (train moving in and out of train station). 
 
 Falling Building 
A hexagonal building approximately 11.5 foot tall (from the top of the pod) needs 
to rotate about a hinge point it that meets the pod’s surface at 20° and simulate 
another break 7.5 foot up the length of the building, rotating another 30°.  The 
design needs to minimize the visibility of the mechanisms. 
Objectives 
Formally, we will provide design support for San Luis Obispo half of the Rose Float.  To 
make the float a strong contender for the awards of the parade, we will help brainstorm 
and suggest movements that the Rose Float Club can implement on the float.  After 
presenting these ideas and submitting them to the Cal Poly Rose Float Club with details 
of the positive and negative aspects of each, the Rose Float team will ultimately decide 
which suggestions they believe will be most beneficial.  Therefore, different suggestions 
are needed to achieve the desired motion to allow for artistic input. The approval of a 
rough idea will then prompt us to prepare a more in-depth analysis of the concept.  
Depending on the item, different routes can be taken to form a proof-of-concept. The 
proof-of-concept could include a functioning SolidWorks model, hand calculations, or 
physical testing of the concept.  This deeper focus on the strengths and weaknesses of 
the design will lead us to change and iterate based on the needs and available 
materials.  In the end, this process will lead to an optimal design for the desired 
mechanical motions. 
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For each component, a separate analysis will be done that takes into account the given 
requirements and desired motion.  Most importantly, the design must function reliably.  
As of yet, there have been no formal reports given to the Rose Float Parade judges 
when they come for the float safety inspection.  Mr. Hellewell has specified that he 
wishes the ProSteel team to create a comprehensive report on the various factors of 
safety designed for the moving elements in the float, with accompanying SolidWorks 
models to illustrate desired motions. In terms of mechanics, the necessary analysis 
includes focused investigation in the fields of stress factors, fatigue, tolerances, and 
possibly vibrations.  These analyses will begin with calculations and continue with 
testing, computer modeling, or use of other tools that can help prove the validity of an 
idea.  With these calculations and documentation, the Rose Float Parade judges will be 
able to approve the safety of the float more easily and faster than in previous years, and 
the Rose Float team will be assured of the reliability of the movement systems. 
 
Project Management 
ProSteel team members were responsible for different mechanisms, and were in 
contact with various members of the Rose Float regarding issues that came up with 
designs.  Over the summer, the senior project team helped the Rose Float team with 
the construction of the float.  On these weekends, various elements of the float were 
constructed and design decisions were made based primarily on material availability. 
 
The San Luis Obispo part of the float left on October 23 to go down to Pomona for their 
construction phase.  Testing was completed over the work weekends, but additional 
testing should still be completed.  Team members went down to Pomona and helped 
with additional fabrication of the float. 
Peter was responsible for the breaking building mechanism.  Initially he was the point of 
contact between the senior project team and the sponsor, but became more responsible 
for FEA analysis and 3D modeling.  He was also in charge of designing the isolators 
and designing & printing the poster.  
 
Garrett was responsible for the tall building mechanism.  He designed and calculated 
the forces and moments on the mechanism.  Over the course of the project, he became 
the primary contact between ProSteel and the construction team.  He ensured that 
reports and documentation were kept on track and turned in on time. 
 
Stephen was primarily responsible for the cars on the track mechanism.  He researched 
the float history and found quotes and parts for the car mechanism.  He also liaised with 
multiple Rose Float team members including the lead programmer. Over the course of 
the project, he also took on the responsibility of creating weekly meeting itineraries.  
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Chapter 2 Description of the Final Design 
 
 
Figure 1. Concept Rendering of California Polytechnic State Universities Rose Float for 2012. 
 
Figure 1 is the rendition of what the float will look like.  As can be seen this project is 
working out the mechanisms for the flying woman going around the building trying to 
chase after the helicopter.  The hexagonal building that is breaking will break first at the 
top and the bottom will pivot from the back into the pod of the float.  The red and yellow 
cars will achieve motion through train tracks underneath the pod and will be connected 
to the electric trains by thin pencil steel rods. Controlling the cars to stop and accelerate 
at signs/signals will be achieved by varying voltages in the track with a controller. 
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Falling Building 
The final design exterior and motion for the falling building was determined by the Rose 
Float program design team.  The building is shown below in Figure 2 separated from the 
rest of the float in its initial and final positions. 
 
Figure 2. Initial and final positions of falling building. The structure and hydraulics are not shown in this model. 
The two building halves are supported by their own internal structures that are 
connected to the hinge points.  These structures do not follow the hexagonal shape of 
the building, but consist of rectangular prisms in the plane of motion and extending in 
the direction of the hinge axes.  The final shape of the structure was determined by 
comparing different configurations of two dimensional beam structures in Abaqus/CAE.  
From the geometry of the structure, the placement of the hydraulic cylinders was 
determined.  The final component of the structure analysis, to be done in the future, is 
the calculation of the beam cross-sections, which could be determined by relating the 
stresses and the cross-sections used in the Abaqus runs. 
 
Because of its independence from the rest of the structure, the top of the falling building 
was determined first.  In the computer simulation of a truss for one of the sides of the 
rectangular prism, both extreme positions were analyzed: the horizontal position and the 
position where the top bends over a total of 50 degrees from the horizontal.  Figure 3 
represents the horizontal position of the top section with the structure idealized to act 
like a truss because of the slenderness ratio.  The cross sectional area is 0.375 in2 for 
all members.  This allows one to find an optimal cross-sectional area that can withstand 
the forces and minimize weight.  The forces applied are the weights of the plywood 
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paneling with dry material at 1 lbf/ft
2 of paneling, making each panel weigh 12 lbf.  Each 
node circled was given a 50 lbf load downward.  Similarly, in Figure 4, for the top part of 
the building at 50° from the horizontal and the loads staying the same, it is apparent that 
the member extending from the hinge point to the center of the truss system and the 
member parallel to it undergo the greatest stress because the center of the system is 
nearly directly above the hinge. 
 
 
 
Element 
Stress   [psi]        
+ = compression 
1 26.06 
2 43.46 
3 41.31 
4 -20.81 
5 -29.57 
6 40.03 
7 44.58 
8 0 
Figure 3. Horizontal resting position of one of the top-tilting structure’s sides. 
 
 
 
Element 
Stress    [psi]         
+ = Compression 
1 52.78 
2 53.72 
3 55.04 
4 -11.71 
5 -21.14 
6 -1.53 
7 40.16 
8 -19.35 
Figure 4. The top section of the building at its maximum rotation of 50° from the horizontal. 
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For the bottom part of the building, three adaptations of a beam structure were 
analyzed, with the choice going to the structure that had the lowest Von Mises stress in 
its members.  The beam compositions were analyzed with the load of the top part of the 
building concentrated at the upper hinge element and with the load spread between the 
hinge and its adjacent top corner.  The boundary condition was set such that the bottom 
hinge and the center-point were fixed, representing the bearings and the hydraulic 
cylinder connection.  Below, Figure 5, depicts the results of the Abaqus/CAE analyses 
of three different concepts for the structure for the bottom section of the building.  The 
beam structures were tested with two loading conditions: one with the load concentrated 
on the top right corner as would be seen in the final broken position with the top building 
section resting entirely on the hinge and the other with two equal loads on the top 
corners as would be seen in the upright position of the building.   The second variation 
was chosen because it is associated with the least maximum Von Mises stress in both 
cases.  The beam section used in the structures was a steel 0.5” x 1” x 1/8” wall 
thickness box beam. 
 
Figure 5. The three variations of the bottom beam structure under the balanced loading condition that occurs in the upright 
position. 
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As briefly stated above, the Abaqus part files are two dimensional representations of the 
parts of the structure that are in the plane orthogonal to the hinge axes.  In the actual 
structure, two units of both the top and bottom structure elements exist to provide 
torsional stiffness and stability of the building.  Between the two instances are members 
that provide structure in vertical plane parallel to the hinges.  The framework is 
incorporated into the structure as shown in Figure 6 below. 
 
 
Figure 6. The structure as seen in the two extreme positions of the building's motion. Also shown is the linking of the two 
instances of the structure. 
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Tall Building 
The final design for the tall building mechanism consists of a break with a break of 30 
degrees.  Figure 7 and Figure 8 were drawn in SolidWorks to determine placement of 
the ram and also what the optimal angle was to achieve the maximum height of base 
and to minimize the load on the ram.  It was determined that an equilateral triangle 
would fulfill the criteria and thus the placement was as such. 
 
Figure 7.  SolidWorks drawing for determining hinge-ram 
angles. 
 
 
Figure 8.  SolidWorks drawing for determining clearances for 
hinge and ram placement. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.  Solid model isometric view of base and truss system. 
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Figure 10.  Solid model side view of inner structure. 
The ram that is being used to raise and lower the tall building, as can be seen in Figure 
11 came off of a cement truck.  One of the main reasons it is being used is because it 
contains a nitrogen bladder that would absorb the shock when going over uneven 
surfaces.  The rate at which the bladder extends and retracts is the same for both 
loaded and unloaded conditions. 
 
 
Figure 11.  Picture of location for static analysis.  
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In Figure 12, the static analysis of the worst case moment is 7,437 ft-lbs when the 
building is in the horizontal position.  Figure 13 shows the building in the vertical position 
and Figure 14 shows the static analysis and a moment of 4500 ft-lbs.  The vertical 
position has a less severe moment than when the building is in the horizontal position. 
 
 
Figure 12. Static analysis of tall building in horizontal position. 
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Figure 13.  Tall mechanism internal frame in vertical position. 
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Figure 14. Static analysis of the tall building in vertical position. 
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Figure 15.  Gear box for spinning mechanism. 
 
Figure 16. Proposed motor gear assembly to use for rotating mechanism. 
 
Using a mechanism from a previous year, the hydraulic motor with a sprocket gear 
attached to a hollow tube was used for the rotating mechanism on the building as 
shown in Figure 16.  The arm would attach on the outside of the tube and be able to 
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rotate while an inner tube would be supporting the top of the building so that it does not 
rotate. 
 
The rotating mechanism on top of the tall building is using a hydraulic motor and will 
have a ball valve attached to it to ensure that it will not collide with the bridge when 
going under.  A sprocket gear system is used to have the system rotating at 5 rpm. 
 
In order to determine the beam to use for the rotating mechanism it was based on the 
deflections.  The beam was modeled as a cantilevered beam and the calculation can be 
seen in Figure 17; please refer to Appendix E Table 6 for a complete list.  It was 
determined that using a 2”x3” box steel beam with 1/8” thickness would give the area 
moment of inertia would be 0.558 in4 and produce a maximum deflection of 4 inches 
with a 600 lb load at the end.  A material savings factor of 2.3 was determined using the 
area moment of inertia of 1.3 in4 2 from the American Institute for Steel Construction.   
 
Figure 17.  Sample calculation for finding moment of area.  
                                                             
2 Table 1-11 American Institute for Steel Construction 
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Cars on Track 
 
Figure 18. Model layout of the rough layout of the pod with the track circuit. For a more detailed drawing see Appendix B 
(Figure 71). 
Once a basic layout of the track was determined as shown in Figure 18, it was easier to 
determine to a company to work with that accommodated the dimensions revealed in 
the rough layout.  The model train company chosen to work with was Bachmann Trains 
(www.bachmanntrains.com) because their e-store sells individual parts which allows 
money to be saved by not buying the plastic cover pieces for pure aesthetic appeal. 
Please refer to Appendix D Figure 75 for more information on the train pieces.  
Bachmann Trains was contacted and agreed to donate the required track and train 
pieces to complete one car, thereby saving approximately $200 in train pieces and track 
(see Table 1 for the detailed Bill of Materials). An example of an electric train is shown 
below in Figure 19. 
 
 
Figure 19. An assembled electric train that was donated by Bachmann Trains.  
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Figure 20. Front view of a train running on the track. 
The final track design was determined to be three electrically isolated portions of track, 
with magnetic sensors at the end of each section and magnets installed on the trains to 
trigger the sensors. The desired motion for each train is to hit a sensor, coast to a stop, 
and then accelerate back to speed after a specific wait time in a controlled manner. This 
is achieved through having the rails receive power from a car battery hooked up to the 
track through a 4 Channel Form A Electromechanical Relay (NI 9481) that has been 
used on the float in previous years to achieve desired mechanical actuations. Once a 
sensor is triggered, the controller tells the relay to cut power to that section of track. 
Figure 21 below shows a magnetic sensor installed in the track waiting to be triggered. 
Once power is cut, the train coasts to a stop very rapidly (0.3 seconds on average or 
~0.5 inches), waits until the controller has powered down all three sections of track, and 
then accelerates back to speed when the relay triggers the power back on to the three 
sections. The sensor is programmed to ignore input signals for two seconds after power 
is restarted to prevent it from being triggered by the same train immediately after it is 
powered up. This stop-and-go motion is desired to ensure that one train does not start 
to start to overtake the train in front of it and ultimately collide. Since each section will be 
powered down and wait until the other two are also cut, the distance between each train 
will be kept constant and prevent this “creep”.  
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Figure 21. A magnetic sensor installed in the track and wired into the controller. 
 
The rails will receive power from a car battery hooked up to the track through the 4 
Channel Form A Electromechanical Relay. This relay is programmed to run in 
LabVIEW, and was tested to ensure that when triggered a current was supplied to the 
output wire. This current will actuate a switch that will complete the circuit between train 
track and battery. The power goes from the battery to three separate partitions of track. 
The track is divided into three sections via plastic P400 ABS plastic isolators made in 
the 3D printer on campus to break the electrical circuit.  
 
 
Figure 22. P400 ABS plastic isolator printed in 3D printer. 
These isolators are modeled after existing pieces that were in the metal tracks so that 
they may be swapped out with minimal permanent deformations to the track. What little 
deformations exist are from getting the old pieces out of the rail to replace with the 
isolators. This replacement is shown below in Figure 23. 
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Figure 23. Picture of the isolator inserted into the track to break the circuit of the inside rail. 
 
Due to the amount of floral components and general lack of cleanliness in the floats, the 
rails and car components will be installed last since it is sensitive equipment.  In 
addition, the train tracks must be kept clean to allow a completed circuit to be formed 
between the train wheels and tracks. Keeping the tracks clean is the prevalent 
maintenance issue regarding the car subsystem. They will be inspected before 
implementation during parade week for rust buildup or other contaminants that would 
possibly obstruct the completion of the electrical circuit. If sufficient contaminants are 
present, steel wool will be used to clean the surface of the rails and a mineral oil can be 
used to preserve the clean surface. 
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Chapter 3 Design Development 
 
Standing/Squatting Motion 
One possible scenario for lowering the superhero that is holding the car/meteor is 
creating a squatting motion in both legs, to make the hero appear as if he is lifting the 
immense weight and showing off his super strength. One idea involved a simple frame 
of two aluminum bars with a hydraulic piston pinned at two places that would extend, 
pushing the legs up while the shins remain stationary as shown in Figure 24.  An 
alternative arrangement would be to utilize a slider in a track that the piston is 
connected to and raises the body as the piston extends, see Idea 2, Figure 24, below. 
The former design is expanded upon in Appendix E Figure 76, showing a magnified 
view of the mechanism. A simple force analysis was done on the frame, displaying the 
force that the hydraulic cylinder would need to overcome. Once the size of the leg and 
the angles traveled are known, the sizing of the hydraulic cylinder and arm is 
demonstrated as well.  In Appendix E Table 5 demonstrates the length of arm needed 
and vertical force produced by the hydraulic cylinder if it maintained a 300psi internal 
pressure with a 2” cylinder diameter for varying angles. The vertical force will only be 
half of the total force however, since the opposite side of the mechanism will produce a 
similar vertical force. This force must overcome the weight of everything above the waist 
of the hero. Once dimensions are known and weight can be estimated and the range of 
motion specified, the cylinder pressure can be properly calculated to account for this.   
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Figure 24. Brainstorm of possible mechanisms to create motion in a standing/squatting superhero. 
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Kneeling Motion  
With the kneeling motion, a few basic assumptions are made.  First was that planar 
loads would be applied to the structure and second that the mechanism moves slowly 
so that a statics analysis is valid.  Figure 25 and Figure 26 show a model in different 
kneeling positions.  Please refer to Appendix E Figure 78 for the model in various 
positions. The right foot is to be attached to the float while the left foot is to be placed on 
a track which will cause the overall motion.  As the left foot moves forward, the hinges 
(door like) will start to close.  The track will need to be of length h/2 for the mechanism 
to be lowered by h/4.  Calculations are in Appendix E for further reference. 
 
 
Figure 25. Kneeling mechanism in completely knelt position. 
 
  
Figure 26. Static case analysis for kneeling mechanism. 
Assume: 
Mechanisms move slowly static 
analysis 
Planar loads 
Bars are rigid 
Critical load case is at left knee 
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Figure 27.  Model of figure in half kneeling position. 
 
Figure 28.  Model of figure in upright position. 
 
Figure 27 and Figure 28 show a SolidWorks model of the frame for a kneeling motion.  
The hinges are simple and should be strong enough to support the weight of decorative 
floral.  Using pencil steel, the frame is easy to weld to without many interference issues. 
 
Bowing 
In the past, the most prevalent method for bringing oversize pieces under the height 
limit is bowing the upper part of the structure.  Applied to the superhero concept, this 
method will allow a natural effect of the body bending over at the waist.  As with other 
design concepts, this design requires one to consider possible problems or failure 
methods.  From a decoration standpoint, the seam between the two halves should be 
minimized and the flowers on the figure must not fall out when the body is bowed over.  
From a mechanical viewpoint, the large moment induced by the change in the center of 
gravity will cause considerable stresses in the structure.  Finally, from a functional 
perspective, the mechanism must be reliable and reversible.  Possible mechanisms for 
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bowing over the upper half of the structure can be found in Appendix E Figure 80 a, b, 
c, and d and include: a four bar linkage, a hydraulic pump or electric motor, a hydraulic 
actuator, and a pulley coupled with a chain, belt or cable.  The complexity of the four bar 
linkage in (a) allows one to change the movement to something other than rotational 
motion around a pivot to minimize the possibility of interference with the body’s exterior.  
However, the complexity also brings more failure modes with the shape and number of 
joints.  In (b), a hydraulic pump or electric motor situated at the joint can swing the 
upper body, but this design may be impractical due to the large amount of torque 
necessary to control the body.  A simple pulley and chain, shown in (d), is a simple 
mechanism for the function necessary, but may not be appropriate given the loads in 
this application.  Finally, a hydraulic cylinder as used in (c) is a very simple design and 
can handle large forces.  A 3D model visual representation can be found in Figure 29. 
Also, the materials necessary are readily available and the mechanism can lock in place 
with a pressurized cylinder.  In the next section of the sheet, different layouts of the 
structure and hydraulic cylinder are shown.  The considerations that need to be 
accounted for in choosing which method to use include: introducing a forward bias to 
the movement to make the bowing gravity driven; recognizing which parts of the figure 
will interfere with the cylinder and adjusting the connection accordingly; letting the 
structure be able to stay at the original tall position; and minimizing the forces in the 
members.  With the history of this method, it should be seriously considered as a 
method for lowering the body of the superhero. 
 
 
 
Figure 29. Three dimensional rendering of the structure that can be used in conjunction with the hydraulic cylinder. 
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Stretch/Strength Guy 
One idea for a hero on the float was to have a “super elastic man” that could be gripping 
a car/train to stop it from hitting a family or flying off of the float. The first mechanism 
shown below in Figure 30, Figure 31 and Figure 32 attempts to create an illusion of a 
super strong hero being pushed backward through the asphalt on a road, tearing it up 
as he moves backward while trying to stop a car/train.  
 
Figure 30.  Back isometric view of a cam mechanism to allow asphalt to “ripple” upward as the hero moves past, and fall 
back into place when the mechanism is reset. 
 
 
Figure 31.  Side view of a cam mechanism to allow asphalt to “ripple” upward as the hero moves past, and fall back into 
place when the mechanism is reset. 
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Figure 32. Front View of a cam mechanism to allow asphalt to “ripple” upward as the hero moves past, and fall back into 
place when the mechanism is reset. 
 
The second mechanism, shown below in Figure 33, Figure 34 and Figure 35 attempts to 
create an extension of the legs, while keeping the feet stationary to appear as if his legs 
are stretching.  
 
 
 
Figure 33. Person in Vertical Position at First Moment of Contact with Car. 
 
Θ 
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Figure 34. Person in Rotation when in Contact with the Car. 
 
Figure 35. Model that simulates simultaneous rotation and translation (telescoping) motion. 
 
 
This mechanism can be driven two ways: 
1. Hydraulic cylinder is prime mover attached to the car – telescoping cylinder can 
be welded to a rotating shaft to use for support in legs as pictured. 
2. Hydraulic cylinders attached to legs, one for extension the other for changing the 
angle, Θ. 
 
 
  
Θ 
Θ 
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Falling Buildings 
 
Figure 36.  Buildings breaking and falling concept sketch. 
 
In Figure 36, the superhero is standing on one building and has “stretchy” arms.  Behind 
the shoulders are hinges allowing rotation of the cylinders.  The arms extend to the 
opposite building and connect to a point that is horizontal.  The arms are the width of 
the shoulders and telescope into the building with glove on front of building as larger 
diameter. 
 
The concept for the falling building began to take shape in winter quarter after the 
design meeting.  Both San Luis Obispo and Pomona got together for this meeting where 
it was decided that there would be a strength superhero and a falling building on the 
float.  It was not decided that the two concepts would be part of the same mechanism 
until the Design/Deco/Construction (DDC) meeting in spring.  The issues for this 
combination then became the superhero actuation (as shown in Figure 25, Figure 26, 
Figure 27, Figure 28), the motion that the building underwent, and what was needed to 
cause this motion. 
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The motion of the building initially was a 
simple hinge motion about a point on the 
building.  When this motion was viewed 
further, it was noticed that the center of 
gravity of the tipping part of the building 
would initially have a positive vertical 
component of motion.  This would look too 
unnatural because the building part would 
be gaining potential energy from nowhere.  
Further research into the mechanics of falling 
buildings showed that a more natural 
movement would consist of a breaking of the parts below the falling portion.  A part of 
the siding of the bottom of the building would hinge outward to allow for the top to fall 
into the lower portion (Later, this was unfeasible because the design team made the 
cross-section of the building a hexagon, which would not allow for such a simple 
interference fix).  A competing design consisted of a combined rotation/translation 
motion.  This more complex mechanism required more than a simple hinge on the side 
of the building.  For this motion, a number of ideas were considered.   
 A four bar linkage was considered, but was then rejected because of the varying 
torque needed to rotate the crank and the interference of the members with the 
building siding.   
 An offset rotation point was studied, but turned down, because like the four bar 
linkage, at least one of the structural members would require an unsightly slot in 
the side of the building.   
 A combination of two rails would create rotation and translational motion based 
on the relative position of the rollers on the rails.  This mechanism was rejected 
because of its complexity.  The increased complexity creates more means of 
failure and is an issue for the Rose Float because small tolerances and intricate 
parts can easily be affected by the material that can interfere. 
 The last idea consisted of the translation and rotation being split into two 
separate processes, where the building would initially slide at an angle and then 
rotate about a corner on the lower part of the building. 
During this process, the design team of the Rose Float group moved in a new direction.  
The mechanism was changed to have two hinge points: one at a bottom corner and 
another in the middle of the building on the opposite side of the bottom hinge.  This 
combination, combined with the hexagonal cross-section made for a complex shape of 
motion that needed to be analyzed and compared with the restrictions of interference on 
the pod.  It was determined that the bottom section would undergo a maximum of 
twenty degrees of rotation.  This number was found with the assumption that the 
Figure 37. Comparison of the more natural crumbling 
motion with the simple one hinge rotation 
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building should not go more than two feet into the pod to not risk interference with other 
parts.  The top section would rotate 30 degrees relative to the bottom section.  This 
combination is illustrated below in Figure 38. Initially, both the top and bottom sections 
rotate as one about the bottom corner, rotating 20°.  After this, the top section rotates 
30° relative to the bottom section.  The pod floor needs to account for the need to 
minimize interference, and must have an opening for the building to fall into. 
 
Figure 38. The finalized motions of the falling building. 
With the motion and shape decided, the method of actuation was considered next.  At 
the start, the actuation mechanisms were catalogued.   They consisted of electric 
motors, hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders, and hydraulic rotary motors.  When one first 
considers creating a rotating mechanism, the initial thought is to use either the electric 
motor or hydraulic rotary motors because their main purpose is rotation.  However, the 
geometry and load constraints make the hydraulic cylinder a better choice.  Rotary 
motors, in the context of rose float mechanisms, are usually directly linked at the point 
of rotation.  In the falling mechanism, the joint location would be at the corner of a part 
of the structure and a motor would not agree with the need for distinct corners without 
the bulge that a motor would create.  Also, a motor is normally specified for constant 
loads.  Any load that varies from this set-point could not be easily controlled in the case 
of an electric motor, or would cause unpredicted displacement. 
Hydraulic cylinders meet the requirements because they are meant to act at a distance 
from the point of rotation and the displacement is directly controlled by the volume 
pumped into the cylinder.  Using a hydraulic cylinder for motion calls for multiple design 
considerations: 
 Travel- It is ideal for the cylinder to travel the full extent of its designed length.  
The concern that brings this up is the testing of the mechanism.  During the 
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testing, to prevent interference with other mechanisms, it is preferred that the 
cylinder make use of physical limit stops instead of limits set in the programming 
or pressures. 
 Orientation- To produce the greatest moment with the least amount of pressure 
while at the same time minimizing unnecessary stresses in the structure, one 
may want to consider making the cylinder oriented such that the force is applied 
perpendicular to the moment arm at the time of the largest load. 
 Points of contact- The points where the travelling cylinder rod and the cylinder 
need to allow for interference and how it influences the loads in the structure.  
The distance between these points of contact is used to size the length of travel. 
The rough design of the cylinder actuation, starting at the beginning of the quarter 
consisted of the cylinder acting on the far side of the hinge.  This design was rejected 
because the design aspect dictated that the cylinder and structure be as hidden from 
the viewers as possible.  For this reason, the design that was then generated for an 
opening building (as opposed to one collapsing inward) consisted of a member that was 
fixed to the rotating part and extended through the point of rotation into the other part of 
the body.  As shown in Figure 39, the first design was rejected because the hydraulic 
part is visible to the judges and audience.  In the second concept, the mechanism is 
enlarged for demonstration, but in reality, would barely be visible because of its 
proximity to the hinge point.  The long member undergoes a large moment force that 
zeroes at the hinge point. 
 
Figure 39. The evolution of the placement of the hydraulic cylinder to minimize visibility. 
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Figure 40.  Building actuated by piston bending out. 
 
Figure 41. Building with piston in upright position. 
 
 
Figure 42. Building actuated by piston bending in. 
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The falling buildings went through several iterations.  As can be seen above in Figure 
40, Figure 41, and Figure 42, a piston cylinder could actuate the motion of the building 
falling either inward or outwards depending on what is required.  When the idea was 
further developed it was determined that the model would be impractical. 
 
 
Figure 43. Free Body Diagram of tall building in dropped position. 
 
A new model was created as shown by Figure 43, a free body diagram of the building in 
a rotated position.  The resulting moment was is approximately 18000 ft-lbs.  The 
building is set to break 10 feet from ground level because the tier where it breaks from 
is 6 ft by 6 ft and it will need to be able to go under the 16.5 foot bridge.  Please refer to 
Appendix E for the supporting work.  A hydraulic cylinder could be placed inside the 
middle of the building.  Figure 44, demonstrates the model in a rotated position with the 
beam sticking out.  Additionally, Figure 45, and Figure 46 show the idea being further 
developed with solid modeling. 
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Figure 44. Solid model of tall building in dropped position. 
 
Figure 45. Solid model of tall building in upright position. 
 
 
Figure 46. Isometric view of tall building. 
However, the above mentioned design was implemented because of concern the ram 
would be on the weak side when trying to move the building back into a vertical position.  
Another design consideration was to have the hinge in the center of the building by 
which it would rotate.  The sides of the building would be cut at a 45 degree angle to 
make the rotating action not hit itself as shown in Figure 47.  A proof of concept model 
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was constructed as shown by Figure 48 and Figure 49 to prove that this model could be 
feasible. 
 
 Figure 47. Tall building with 45 degree cut on sides. 
 
 
Figure 48.  Proof of concept model for breaking motion-
upright. 
 
Figure 49. Proof of concept model for breaking-horizontal. 
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At first for the rotating mechanism on the building, two arms were going to stick out, one 
with a helicopter and the other the flying superhero.  They would counter rotate each 
other which provided some interesting design challenges.  First was how the wiring or 
tubing would get up to the upper rotating mechanism since there would be an 
interference issue with the lower one.  Then bevel-pinion gears came into the picture 
where the shafts the bevel gears connected to would be hollow thus allowing the 
mechanism to counter-rotate as shown in Figure 50.  After a few more meetings, it was 
eventually determined that the helicopter and flying superhero would be rotating in the 
same direction.  That simplified the design of the mechanism to only needing a single 
beam for the helicopter and superhero to rotate off of.  A ball valve could be used to 
help ensure the rotating mechanism does not hit the bridge when the float goes under.  
The ball valve could to lower the rotating mechanism using gravity as the building falls 
to become parallel with the road and the rotating arm would be perpendicular.  
 
 
Figure 50.  Bevel pinion gear mechanism for helicopter and superhero counter rotating. 
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Cars on Track 
Various ideas for the cars on the bottom of the pod were discussed regarding what 
movements were desired and how to achieve them. It was not known how Cal Poly 
Pomona will be achieving their movement of the train along the Golden Gate Bridge and 
into the train station.  Thus, it was decided that electric rails were best suited to power 
the vehicles, since if a pulley/track system was designed it could potentially interfere 
with Pomona’s designs. See Appendix A, Table 2 for a Pugh Decision Matrix used to 
narrow down ideas for the mechanism. 
 
After deciding on electric rails, fabricating our own trains/rails was discussed but 
ultimately thrown out because of the complexity and precision required to make the gear 
trains to gear down the electric motor, and due to the availability of off the shelf products 
in the form of model electric trains to accomplish the task. Since having the tracks on 
the actual ground of the pod would be ugly and would disrupt the continuity of the float, 
the tracks must be hidden beneath the pod, and the trains must be hidden by foam 
exteriors in the shape of cars. This means that there will be a large mass some distance 
above the driving motor/chassis assembly.  
 
An issue of cornering was taken into account since as the train rounds a bend in the 
road, the mass will create a moment, trying to topple the whole car over. This would be 
disastrous since the wheels of electric trains must contact the rails in order to power the 
motor and is demonstrated below in Figure 51. To combat this issue, the widest 
possible track width (also known as gauge) needed to be used to increase stability, as 
well as the possibility of guide rails/bumpers around corners to prevent toppling.  
 
 
Figure 51. Illustration of train toppling when rounding turns. 
 
In addition to simple forward motion around the track, another desired effect is to make 
the cars stop at a stop sign or traffic light, before accelerating out.  A sensor or 
mechanism would be needed to cut power or reverse the voltage at a specified point in 
the track. An optical sensor was discussed but then changed to a magnetic sensor, that 
will be placed at a point in the track that will trigger the voltage in the rail to go to zero. 
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Having varying voltages in the tracks will be achieved by separating sections of track 
with non-conductive isolators thick enough to prevent electrical arcing and thin enough 
to not interfere with the train’s motion. 
 
The model train company chosen to work with was Bachmann Trains 
(www.bachmanntrains.com) because their e-store sells individual parts, but their 
provided assembly/parts list is vague and cluttered leading to confusion regarding which 
parts will be needed to assemble a working “skeleton” of a train, please refer to 
Appendix D Figure 75 for more information.  The estimated parts and prices needed for 
a complete moving assembly were taken from bachmanntrains.com can be found in 
Bachmann Trains was contacted and agreed to donate the required track and train 
pieces to complete one car, below. 
 
Table 1. Bill of Materials and Pricing per car (track not included). 
Title: Model: Price ($): Qty 
Motor w/ Chassis [Percy] (Large 
Scale) 
GTLO2-OOEO1 45.00 1 
Gearbox Assy. [Thomas & Percy] 
(Large Scale) 
GTLXX-OOJO2 20.00 1 
Drive Wheel Assy. [Percy] (Large 
Scale) 
GTLO2-AOMO1 35.00 1 
Underframe [Percy] (Large Scale) GTLO1-OOFO2 13.00 1 
Shell Bottom Plate [Percy] (Large 
Scale) 
GTLO2-OOOO1 15.00 1 
Underframe screw [Thomas & Percy] 
(Large Scale) 
SCREW-00133 0.25 6 
SCREW-10622 SCREW-10622 0.25 6 
Total: $131.00/car 
 
The track is not included in the bill of materials because it is not listed on the Bachmann 
website and pricing information has not been obtained at this time due to unavailability 
of expert sales representatives.  Please refer to Appendix C Table 4 for vendors 
contacted. A total length of track of 1015 inches is estimated (see Appendix B Figure 
71), but will vary according to the radius of turn that the selected track can provide and 
the length of the straight sections. 
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Chapter 4 Product Realization 
 
Falling Building 
Construction on the building began over the summer between quarters, when the Rose 
Float team could organize its members to work full weekends.  Because the design of 
the building was fully realized by the time of construction, the team was able to 
complete both sections of the building.  Shown in Figure 52, the lower section of the 
building was constructed from 1”x1”x⅛”-wall square tubing.  Though the design 
originally called for ½”x1”x ⅛”-wall tubing, it was recognized that the design would need 
to go through iterations depending on the materials available to the Rose Float team 
and changing design needs.  The use of the larger tubing does is not detrimental to the 
design in any way because it is not weaker than the original design in any direction.  
The tubing was welded together at the joints with stick welds, which are industry 
standard for the rose float.  However, the joints needed to be filed from rust so that no 
inclusions or other weaknesses would be present in the joint.  The two joints, between 
the bottom section and the frame and between the bottom and top section, consisted of 
steel tubing welded to both sides of the joint, with a section of larger tubing sliding over 
the smaller diameter tubing.  The top section of the float was made from the 1”x1”x⅛” 
tubing that was available for the smaller size structure portion. 
 
Figure 52.  Skeleton of Falling Building Mechanism-Bottom. 
As soon as the whole structure was completed, measurements were taken and 
implemented in the positioning and choice of the hydraulic cylinders that actuated the 
mechanism’s movements.  To connect the cylinders to the structure and pod, ¼ inch 
steel plate squares were welded perpendicular to the axis of rotation.  In these squares 
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plates fixed in pairs, 2 ½” apart, were cut that held a steel pin.  This pin served as the 
pivot point about which the ends of the cylinder connected.  The cylinder placement that 
made use of the full stroke of the hydraulic rod was not able to fit with the given pod 
layout, so another position was chosen that would make use of part of the stroke, with 
the rest of the movement restricted by a collar around the rod.  This is to prevent the 
mechanism from moving beyond the specified rotation angle.  In Figure 53, one can see 
two Rose Float team members testing the recently connected hydraulic system of the 
falling building. 
 
Figure 53. Working with the hydraulic system. 
 
The building is now ready for the addition of the plywood boards that will act as the 
bottom layer to the design material.  The ½” plywood boards will be attached to the 
structure and then covered with the floral material per the Pasadena Rose Float 
Committee guidelines.  The plywood and the wet and dry floral are the loads that the 
structure is designed to bear. 
 
Tall Building and Spinning Mechanism 
The manufacturing of the tall building began in summer and first started with a skeleton 
of the frames.  Figure 54 shows the lower third of the tall building. 
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Figure 54.  Tall building mechanism bottom frame. 
 
Also developed was the inner truss that would be supporting column for a majority of 
the building.  The calculations showed that only one truss was needed to fulfill the 
mechanisms requirements.  However, it was decided to build two and have them in 
parallel so there would be worry less about moments and twisting.  Figure 55 shows 
one of the trusses partially welded.   
 
 
Figure 55.  One of the trusses for the tall building mechanism. 
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Figure 56 shows the lines being plumbed on the ram, connected to the trusses.  It was a 
little challenging with the fittings on ram being size 12 and the lines being size 8.  Figure 
57 shows the tall building with lines plumbed for the ram. 
 
 
Figure 56.  Plumbing line for the tall building 
mechanism.  
 
Figure 57.  Internal truss for tall building mechanism. 
 
In Figure 58, measurements are being made to ensure that when the building tilts back.  
This is important to ensure that when the top is parallel to the ground the building will 
not hit the bridge.  Figure 59 shows people climbing up the truss getting ready to put on 
the rest of the bottom tier and the middle tier. 
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Figure 58.  Measuring height of tall building. 
 
Figure 59.  Climbing up the truss. 
 
Figure 60 shows the spinning mechanism gear box with the upper tier of the building.  
The sprocket gear is attached to a hollow tube which is the part that rotates.  A solid 
tube for the center (non-rotating) is attached to the top tier as shown in Figure 61.  Four 
1 inch box steel sections attach from the center pole and to the corners of the building. 
 
 
Figure 60. Gear box for spinning mechanism. 
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Figure 61.  Top tier of tall building fitted over rotating mechanism. 
  
Figure 62 shows some of the final welds that will hold the top tier to the center column.  
Figure 63 shows verification of the pins. 
 
  
Figure 62.  Installation of rotating mechanism. 
 
Figure 63.  Verification of pins under load. 
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Figure 64 and Figure 65 demonstrate various moving parts on the float and give a good 
representation of what will be later covered in foam and flowers. 
 
 
Figure 64.  Look at the front of the float with buildings in 
place. 
 
Figure 65.  Side view of the float with all the mechanisms in 
place. 
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Cars on Track 
The rails were already built and donated by Bachmann Trains so the only fabrication 
needed was the shaping of a plastic mold that was the filled with foam and the exterior 
will be decorated with dry floral components. Figure 66 below shows a plastic mold filled 
with foam.  
 
 
Figure 66. Plastic mold of a truck that will be decorated with dry floral components. 
After these molds are dry, a cutout for the train body to fit into was made. This cutout is 
shown below in Figure 67.  
 
Figure 67. Foam body of the above truck, with a cutout to fit over the electric train. 
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Chapter 5 Design Verification 
Falling Building Mechanism 
Upon completion of the assembly of the breaking 
building at Cal Poly Pomona, the structure will be 
connected to the float with the hydraulic cylinders 
in their respective positions.  The motions of both 
joints need to complete the required travel while 
making use of the entire cylinder stroke.  Before 
the cylinders are connected to the pod and 
structure, they will be tested for the ability to extend 
using the designed pressure and return via the 
normal pressure release.  The rotations need to be 
completed in a time frame acceptable in both 
directions. 
A load representative of the maximum loading 
condition will be attached to the top section and the 
cylinders and structure will be tested for integrity 
through the motions prescribed above. When 
isolated from the motions of the top section, the 
bottom cylinder needs to complete its forward and 
reverse motion with a loading of 380 lbs placed on 
the top corner of the upper section on the opposite 
side of the joint.  The loading and movement needs 
to be tested in both positions of the top section as 
shown in Figure 68.  The top section should be 
tested through its motions in both of the bottom 
section’s positions.  In each position, the angle of 
the bottom section will be measured relative to the 
base and the angle of the top section will be 
measured to the bottom section.  Throughout the motions, the structure will be viewed 
for any excess vibrations that may constitute a possibility of failure.  Finally, when the 
PLC is programmed to control the hydraulic line, the timing of the mechanism will be set 
to the desired cycle length. 
 
Electric Rail System 
Testing for the cars consisted of verifying that the relay could power the circuit, and that 
the programming correctly told the relay to cut power and turn the power back on. This 
Figure 68. Positions to test the loading of the 
breaking building 
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was done by hand with a voltmeter inserted into the relay to verify that a current was 
being produced when ordered. The magnetic sensors haven’t been tested yet because 
they have been on order and will arrive after the project is completed. These tests will 
largely be trial and error of different magnet strengths to ensure that the sensor doesn’t 
miss the train when it passes over, but doesn’t trigger pre-maturely due to magnetic 
interference, etc. The power system was tested by hand while the float was moving to 
ensure that power worked while all the other systems were running as shown below in 
Figure 69. The video of this test can be found on YouTube.3 
 
 
Figure 69. Testing verification of the power to the train tracks while the float is in motion, as well as stopping distances. 
 
Tall Building Mechanism 
There are two primary tests for the tall building.  The first one deals with the building 
“breaking” to be able to fit under the 16.5’ bridge.  The mechanism is to be able to 
support a moment of 18000 ft-lbs.  One of tests, as shown below in Figure 70, consisted 
of lifting the SAE Baja car which weighs about 400 lbs at a distance of 16 ft.  The 
moment created was 6400 ft-lbs or about 35% of the full load.  Further testing will be 
done later with a larger load. 
 
                                                             
3 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xw7Hrfpsxwo 
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Figure 70.  Testing verification Baja car being lifted by tall building mechanism. 
The other part of the testing is for the rotating mechanism.  Testing will first be 
performed on ground level with the motor.  The specifications for the test are to simulate 
a 600lb load, five feet from the center axle.  Deflection of the box steel should be 
measured and compared to the expected deflection value of less than four inches. 
 
Testing of the mechanism fully assembled will be performed in Pomona and should test 
to ensure the rotating mechanism will have a controlled fall with the ball valve and that 
the entire assembly works.  
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
Cars on Track 
To achieve the desired motion in the cars, an electric locomotive system was used, 
hidden beneath foam car bodies. Large scale track was selected due to the large 
spacing between tracks for maximum stability when going around corners. The train 
tracks are powered via a car battery connected to a electromechanical relay that will 
actuate the power to the tracks. The track is be divided into three electrically separate 
portions, to allow power to be cut to each section independently before powering all 
three up simultaneously. This will be actuated using a controller provided by Rose Float 
and programmed in LabVIEW. 
 
Tall Building 
For the tall building mechanism, more testing is suggested when the beam on the 
rotating mechanism is installed.  Also verification that the spinning mechanism will not 
scrape the ground when the top of the building is in the horizontal position.  The testing 
with the Baja car is only a percentage of what the possible calculated load.  Therefore 
more testing with a higher load is recommended. 
 
Falling Building 
Over the course of the winter break, the breaking building shape will be finalized.  The 
modules that still need to be finalized include the aesthetic design elements and the 
strength superhero.  The plywood faces of the building need to be bolted and decorated 
with the appropriate floral elements and the inner components need to be hidden from 
view when the building opens using a black cloth across the joint.  The strength 
superhero that is supposed to complement the building needs to be added to the 
building and decorated so that the overall design fits with the intended idea of conveying 
the superhero catching and returning the building to safety. 
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Appendix A 
 
Table 2. Pugh Matrix for Car Mechanism Design Decisions. 
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Pricing Movement Mechanism 
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Criteria/Concepts 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Labor (low +) 0 0 - + - - + + 
Cost (low +) 0 0 + - - 0 0 0 
Aesthetics + - 0 + + 0 0 + 
Availability 0 0 + + - - + - 
Simplicity - + - + - + + + 
Reliability - 0 - + - + 0 - 
Awe-factor 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 0 
Σ +'s 1 1 2 5 2 2 3 3 
Σ -'s 2 1 3 1 5 2 0 2 
Total: -2 0 -1 4 -3 0 3 1 
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Appendix B 
 
 
Figure 71. Detailed drawing of train track system. 
  
55 
 
Figure 72. Falling building mechanism with dimensions. 
  
56 
 
Figure 73. Tall building mechanism with dimensions. 
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Figure 74.  Rotating mechanism for tall building. 
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Appendix C 
 
Table 3. Pricing of electric train parts. 
Title: Model: Price ($): Qty 
Motor w/ Chassis 
[Percy] (Large 
Scale) 
GTLO2-OOEO1 45.00 1 
Gearbox Assy. 
[Thomas & Percy] 
(Large Scale) 
GTLXX-OOJO2 20.00 1 
Drive Wheel Assy. 
[Percy] (Large 
Scale) 
GTLO2-AOMO1 35.00 1 
Underframe [Percy] 
(Large Scale) 
GTLO1-OOFO2 13.00 1 
Shell Bottom Plate 
[Percy] (Large 
Scale) 
GTLO2-OOOO1 15.00 1 
Underframe screw 
[Thomas & Percy] 
(Large Scale) 
SCREW-00133 0.25 6 
SCREW-10622 SCREW-10622 0.25 6 
Total: $131.00/car  
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Table 4. Vendor list with contact information. 
Company 
Contacted 
Name Contact Info Reason Response 
T-reproductions Norman Thomas normsrepros@gmail.com  large scale electric trains unhelpful 
Lionel none talktous@lionel.com 
large scale electric trains, 
donations 
not what we were looking for 
Bachmann Trains none sales@bachmanntrains.com 
questions regarding parts, 
donations 
none 
Bachmann Trains None service@bachmanntrains.com 
questions regarding parts, 
donations 
none 
Bachmann Trains none 215-533-1600 
questions regarding parts, 
donations 
out to lunch (no call back) 
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Appendix D 
 
Figure 75. Data sheet of model train engines.  
61 
Appendix E 
 
Figure 76. Expansion of Idea 1, including force analysis and length requirements. 
  
62 
Table 5. Calculated required lengths and forces for various angles.  Assuming 2" I.D. cylinder with 300 psi and 4 ft thigh joint 
length. 
θ (deg) Length of hydraulic arm (ft) Vertical Force (lbs) 
10 4.05 654.64 
15 4.14 975.72 
20 4.23 1289.39 
25 4.32 1593.23 
30 4.41 1884.96 
35 4.49 2162.33 
40 4.57 2423.25 
45 4.64 2665.73 
50 4.71 2887.92 
55 4.78 3088.13 
60 4.83 3264.84 
65 4.88 3416.70 
70 4.93 3542.56 
75 4.96 3641.45 
80 4.98 3712.64 
90 5.00 3769.91 
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Figure 77.  Scaled dimensions for kneeling mechanism. 
64 
 
Figure 78.  Concept model pictures of kneeling motion. 
65 
 
Figure 79. Calculations for static analysis case for kneeling. 
66 
 
Figure 80. Exploration of mechanisms to actuate a bowing movement of the superhero body. 
67 
 
Figure 81.  Sample calculation of mass moment of area using EES. 
 
Table 6.  Moment of area calculation for varying maximum deflections. 
δmax (in) I (in
4) 
1 2.2344828 
2 1.1172414 
3 0.7448276 
4 0.5586207 
5 0.4468966 
6 0.3724138 
7 0.3192118 
8 0.2793103 
9 0.2482759 
10 0.2234483 
11 0.2031348 
12 0.1862069 
 
